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CREME CAKE & CHOCOLATE
CREME CAKE (BASIC RECIPE)

METHOD:
� Place the dry mix into a mixing bowl fi6ed

with a beater
� Add egg over 1 minute on slow speed
� Beat for 3 minutes on medium speed
� Scrape down
� Add oil and water together over 1 minute

on slow speed
� Scrape down
� Mix for 3 minutes on slow speed
� At this point add any additional

ingredients as required; please see recipe
suggestions in the next column

� Scale off to required size; please see scaling
guidelines below

� Bake

SCALING GUIDELINES

Large Muffins: 160-170g (5.5-6oz)
Small Muffins: 70g (2.5oz)
Loaf Cakes: 350g (12oz)

BAKING DETAILS - TEMPERATURE & TIMES

Bake Temperature:
Muffins: 200°C (400°F)
Loaf Cake: 180°C (360°F)

Bake Time:
Large Muffins: 30-35 minutes
Small Muffins: 20-25 minutes
Loaf Cakes: 45-50 minutes

SMALLER RECIPE
INGREDIENTS kg
Crème Cake Mix (2702-12) or

Choc. Crème Cake Mix (2703-12) 2.500

Egg 0.875

Oil 0.750

Water 0.550

TOTAL 4.675

MUFFINS & LOAF CAKE
RECIPES (USE BASIC RECIPE)

APPLE & CINNAMON

� Add 20g of cinnamon to 3kg dry mix
� Blend through on slow speed
� Mix as per basic recipe instructions,

blending in 600g of chopped apple
� Sprinkle tops with apple prior to baking
BLUEBERRY
� Mix as per basic recipe instructions, adding

100g of blueberries per kg of ba6er
DOUBLE CHOCOLATE
� Mix as per basic recipe instructions, adding

100g of chocolate chips per kg ba6er
� Sprinkle tops with chocolate chips prior to

baking
CHOCOLATE & MARSHMALLOW

� Mix as per basic recipe instructions, adding
85g of chocolate chips and 20g of
marshmallows per kg ba6er

� Sprinkle tops with chocolate chips and
marshmallows prior to baking

BANANA & PECAN
� Mix as per basic recipe instructions, adding

40g of banana chips and 40g of chopped
pecans per kg ba6er

� Add banana flavour to taste
� Sprinkle tops with banana chips and

pecans prior to baking
BRAN MUFFIN

� Add 100g of bran per kg of dry mix
� Blend through
� Mix and scale as per basic recipe

instructions
CHOCOLATE, CHERRY & NUT LOAF
� Mix as per basic recipe instructions, adding

85g of chocolate chips 85g of raisins and
50g of almonds per kg of dry mix

SCALING & BAKING DETAILS

Scale and bake as per basic recipe

1 X 12.5KG BAG RECIPE
INGREDIENTS kg
Crème Cake Mix (2702-12) or

Choc. Crème Cake Mix (2703-12) 12.500

Egg 4.375

Oil 3.750

Water 2.750

TOTAL 23.375

INTRODUCTION

Introducing ADM Milling’s delicious Crème
Cake & Chocolate Crème Cake Mixes! These
time saving pre-mixes are extremely versatile,
requiring only the addition of water, egg and
vegetable oil to make the base for a huge
variety of different cake styles to be enjoyed
all year round.

The Crème Cake Mixes are designed with the
busy baker in mind, who requires a high
quality multipurpose pre-mix to which they
can add additional ingredients to produce a
diverse product range; including, muffins,
loaf cakes, slices, tea cakes and brownies. Step
by step instructions for our suggested
products can be found on this recipe sheet.

The Crème Cake Mixes enable bakers to keep
up with current bakery trends as they can also
be used to make novel products such as
irresistible cup cakes and whoopee pies;
recipes are available upon request, including
a recipe for a lower-fat option cup cake.

Available in 12.5 kilogram and 25 kilogram
bags, ADM’s easy-to-use mixes produce
exceptional yields, and can be used to create a
wide variety of cakes and confectionery. The
ADM Crème Cake and Chocolate Crème
Cake Mixes can offer bakers new profit
opportunities, resulting in increased bakery
sales.

For customers around the world, ADM draws on its resources - its people, products, and market
perspective - to help meet today’s consumer demands and envision tomorrow’s needs.
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CAKE POPS

METHOD:
� Mix and bake as per basic recipe
� Leave to cool
� Make up fudge icing as per recipes

enclosed (we recommend ADM Vanilla
Flavoured Fudge Icing Mix for use with the
plain Crème Cake Mix & ADM Chocolate
Fudge Icing Mix for use with the Chocolate
Crème Cake Mix)

� When cool, place the baked cake into a
large mixing bowl and finely crumble the
entire cake

� Add the made up fudge icing to the
crumbled cake, one heaped tablespoon at a
time

� Mix by hand until you have a fudge-like
texture. The mixture should be able to hold
its shape and be pliable when squeezed in
your palm; it should not crumble

� Roll the cake mix into 2cm/1” balls using
the palms of your hands

� Place in a chiller for approx. 1 hour to firm
up

� Melt some Milk and White chocolate
� Dip the end of a lollipop stick approx.

2cm/1” deep into the melted chocolate
� Immediately insert the stick into the centre

of the cake ball
� Place the other end of the stick into the

Styrofoam to allow the chocolate to harden
� Once the chocolate has hardened gluing the

cake ball and stick together, dip the cake
ball into the melted chocolate ensuring the
cake is fully coated to the stick

� Gently tap over the bowl to remove any
excess chocolate

� Decorate with sprinkles or sugar
decorations before the chocolate has set or
leave the cake pops to dry completely if
you wish to pipe on a more elaborate
design

SCALING GUIDELINES

Cake Pop: 2cm / 1” in diameter

Conversion weights have been rounded off for convenience

YOU WILL NEED

Baked Crème Cake / Chocolate Crème Cake

Fudge Icing (to hold the cake crumbs together)

Chocolate (for melting and dipping)

Cylindrical Lollipop Sticks

Styrofoam (to hold the cake pops upright while drying)

ANGELS FINGERS

METHOD:
� Place dry ingredients in a bowl fi6ed with

a beater and blend together
� Add albumen over 1 minute on slow speed
� Beat for 3 minutes on medium speed
� Scrape down
� Add oil and water together over 1 minute

on slow speed
� Scrape down
� Mix for 3 minutes on slow speed
� Bake
� When cool, top with 2kg of prepared ADM

Vanilla Flavoured Fudge Icing Mix (see
recipe on back page)

SCALING GUIDELINES

18” x 30” Sheet: 4.5kg (10lb)
This recipe produces sufficient mix to make one 18” x 30”

(455mm x 760mm) sheet.

BAKING DETAILS - TEMPERATURE & TIMES

Bake Temperature: 180°C (360°F)
Bake Time: 30-35 minutes

* Albumen may be fresh egg whites or rehydrated dried

albumen, ratio 75g:500g

INGREDIENTS kg
Crème Cake Mix (2702-12) 2.000

Coconut 0.200

Sugar 0.800

Albumen* 0.700

Oil 0.600

Water 0.440

TOTAL 4.740

MANDARIN & LEMON SLICE

METHOD:
� Place dry mix in a bowl fi6ed with a beater
� Add egg over 1 minute on slow speed
� Beat for 3 minutes on medium speed
� Scrape down
� Add oil and water/juice over 1 minute on

slow speed
� Scrape down
� Mix for 3 minutes on slow speed
� Add Mandarin oranges to mix and blend

through on slow speed
� Bake
� When cool, spread with lemon icing (see

recipe below) and sprinkle with grated
lemon rind

SCALING GUIDELINES

18” x 30” Sheet: 4.5kg (10lb)
This recipe produces sufficient mix to make one 18” x 30”

(455mm x 760mm) sheet.

BAKING DETAILS - TEMPERATURE & TIMES

Bake Temperature: 180°C (360°F)
Bake Time: 30-35 minutes

LEMON ICING

METHOD:
� Place dry mix in a bowl fi6ed with a beater
� Add lemon juice over 1 minute on slow

speed
� Scrape down
� Beat on medium speed until smooth
NB. Allow the Icing to set before close
wrapping.

INGREDIENTS kg
Crème Cake Mix (2702-12) 2.250

Egg 0.780

Oil 0.675

Water (use juice from Mandarins) 0.500

Mandarin Oranges (peeled) 0.450

TOTAL 4.655

INGREDIENTS kg
ADM Vanilla Flavour Fudge

Icing Mix (2540-12) 1.000

Lemon Juice 0.250

TOTAL 1.250
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Conversion weights have been rounded off for convenience

CHOCOLATE FUDGE BROWNIES

METHOD:
� Place dry mix and sugar in a bowl fi6ed

with a beater and blend together on slow
speed

� Add egg over 1 minute on slow speed
� Beat for 3 minutes on medium speed
� Scrape down
� Add oil and water over 1 minute on slow

speed
� Scrape down
� Mix for 3 minutes on slow speed
� Add chopped walnuts to mix and blend

through on slow speed
� Bake
� When cool, top with 2kg of prepared ADM

Chocolate Fudge Icing Mix (see recipe
below)

SCALING GUIDELINES

18” x 30” Sheet: 4.5kg (10lb)
This recipe produces sufficient mix to make one 18” x 30”

(455mm x 760mm) sheet.

BAKING DETAILS - TEMPERATURE & TIMES

Bake Temperature: 180°C (360°F)
Bake Time: 40-45 minutes

CHOCOLATE & PEANUT
BUTTER SLICE

METHOD:
� Place dry mix, peanut bu6er and syrup in a

bowl fi6ed with a beater and blend
together on slow speed

� Add egg over 1 minute on slow speed
� Beat for 3 minutes on medium speed
� Scrape down
� Add oil and water together over 1 minute

on slow speed
� Scrape down
� Mix for 3 minutes on slow speed
� Add chocolate chips to mix and blend

through on slow speed
� Sprinkle with chopped peanuts and

chocolate chips prior to baking
� Bake

SCALING GUIDELINES

18” x 30” Sheet: 4.5kg (10lb)
This recipe produces sufficient mix to make one 18” x 30”

(455mm x 760mm) sheet.

BAKING DETAILS - TEMPERATURE & TIMES

Bake Temperature: 180°C (360°F)
Bake Time: 35-40 minutes

INGREDIENTS kg
Chocolate Crème Cake Mix (2703-12) 2.000

Demerara Sugar 1.000

Egg 0.700

Oil 0.600

Water 0.440

Chopped Walnuts 0.500

TOTAL 5.240

LEMON TEA CAKE

METHOD:
� Place dry mix in a bowl fi6ed with a beater
� Add egg and honey over 1 minute on slow

speed
� Beat for 3 minutes on medium speed
� Scrape down
� Add oil and tea over 1 minute on slow

speed
� Scrape down
� Mix for 3 minutes on slow speed
� Add liquidised lemon and lemon essence

to mix and blend through on slow speed
� Sprinkle with nibbed sugar prior to baking
� Bake

SCALING GUIDELINES

18” x 30” Sheet: 4.5kg (10lb)
This recipe produces sufficient mix to make one 18” x 30”

(455mm x 760mm) sheet.

BAKING DETAILS - TEMPERATURE & TIMES

Bake Temperature: 180°C (360°F)
Bake Time: 35-40 minutes

INGREDIENTS kg
Crème Cake Mix (2702-12) 2.250

Egg 0.780

Honey 0.450

Oil 0.675

Strong tea 0.500

Two Liquidised Fresh Lemons

Lemon Essence To taste

Nibbed Sugar (for decoration)

TOTAL 4.655

INGREDIENTS kg
Chocolate Crème Cake Mix (2703-12) 2.250

Maple/Golden Syrup 0.225

Crunchy Peanut Butter 0.450

Egg 0.780

Oil 0.675

Water 0.500

Chocolate Chips 0.225

Chopped Peanuts (for decoration)

TOTAL 5.105

METHOD:
� Place mix in machine bowl fi6ed with

beater
� Add water on slow speed
� Scrape down thoroughly
� Beat on medium speed until smooth. The

consistency may be adjusted at this stage
by blending in a li6le extra water on slow
speed

NB. Allow the Icing to set before close
wrapping.

ADM’S CHOCOLATE FUDGE ICING MIX

INGREDIENTS kg
Chocolate Fudge Icing

Mix (302-12) 12.500

Hot Water 1.800

TOTAL 14.300

1 X 12.5KG BAG RECIPE



CRÈME CAKE & CHOCOLATE CRÈME CAKE MIX

Vivid and eye catching point of sale posters,
available in A3 and A4 sizes are provided free
of charge. Speak to your ADM Account
Manager for more details or phone ADM’s
Customer Services on free phone number
08080 435 687.

The information contained herein is correct as of the date of this document to the best of our knowledge. Any recommendations or suggestions are made without guarantee or representation as to results and are subject to change
without notice. We suggest you evaluate any recommendations and suggestions independently. We disclaim any and all warranties, whether express or implied, and specifically disclaim the implied warranties of merchantability,
fitness for a particular purpose and non-infringement. Our responsibility for claims arising from any claim for breach of warranty, negligence or otherwise shall not include consequential, special or
incidental damages, and is limited to the purchase price of material purchased from us. None of the statements made here shall be construed as a grant, either express or implied, of any license under any patent held by ADM or other
parties. Customers are responsible for obtaining any licenses or other rights that may be necessary to make, use or sell products containing ADM ingredients.

ADM Milling Limited, Kingsgate, 1 King Edward Road, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 4HG

Conversion weights have been rounded off for convenience

CRÈME PATISSIERE (MADE WITH

ADM CRÈME PATISSIERE MIX)

METHOD:
� Place powder in a machine bowl fi6ed with

a whisk
� Add water and blend together on slow

speed for 30 seconds
� Scrape down
� Whisk on medium speed until the mixture

thickens and a smooth consistency is
obtained

NB. Once prepared the product should be
stored and displayed as for dairy cream
goods under recommended refrigerated
conditions.

ADM’s Crème Patissiere Mix may be baked
and is freeze-thaw stable.

LARGE RECIPE
INGREDIENTS kg
ADM Crème Patissiere

Mix (439-12) 5.000

Cold Water 12.500

TOTAL 17.500

SMALL RECIPE
INGREDIENTS kg
ADM Crème Patissiere

Mix (439-12) 1.000

Cold Water 2.500

TOTAL 3.500

PEAR & CUSTARD SUPREME

METHOD:
� Place dry mix in a bowl fi6ed with a beater
� Add egg over 1 minute on slow speed
� Beat for 3 minutes on medium speed
� Scrape down
� Add oil and water together over 1 minute

on slow speed
� Scrape down
� Mix for 3 minutes on slow speed
� Add pears to mix and blend through on

slow speed
� Prior to baking pipe a la6ice of Crème

Patissiere (see recipe right) on top of mix
(approximately 1 kg per sheet)

� Bake

SCALING GUIDELINES

18” x 30” Sheet: 4.5kg (10lb)
This recipe produces sufficient mix to make one 18” x 30”

(455mm x 760mm) sheet.

BAKING DETAILS - TEMPERATURE & TIMES

Bake Temperature: 180°C (360°F)
Bake Time: 35-40 minutes

INGREDIENTS kg
Crème Cake Mix (2702-12) 2.250

Egg 0.780

Oil 0.675

Water 0.500

Chopped Pears 0.325

Prepared Crème Patissiere (for decoration)

TOTAL 4.530

METHOD:
� Place mix in machine bowl fi6ed with

beater
� Add water on slow speed
� Scrape down thoroughly
� Beat on medium speed until smooth. The

consistency may be adjusted at this stage
by blending in a li6le extra water on slow
speed

NB. Allow the Icing to set before close
wrapping.

ADM VANILLA FLAVOURED FUDGE ICING MIX (BASIC RECIPE)

INGREDIENTS kg
Chocolate Fudge Icing

Mix (302-12) 12.500

Hot Water 1.875

TOTAL 14.375

1 X 12.5KG BAG RECIPE

SULTANA SLAB CAKE

METHOD:
� Place dry mix in a bowl fi6ed with a beater
� Blend shortening evenly through dry mix

to form a crumb
� Add egg and half of the water over 1

minute on slow speed
� Beat for 2 minutes on medium speed
� Scrape down
� Add remaining water over 1 minute on

slow speed
� Scrape down
� Mix for 3 minutes on slow speed
� Add sultanas to mix and blend through on

slow speed
� Bake

SCALING GUIDELINES

12” x 6” x 2” Slab Frames: 1.5kg (3lb 5 oz)
This recipe produces sufficient mix to make one 12” x 6” x 2”

(310mm x 150mm x 50mm) Slab Frames.

BAKING DETAILS - TEMPERATURE & TIMES

Bake Temperature: 180°C (360°F)
Bake Time: 50-60 minutes

INGREDIENTS kg
Crème Cake Mix (2702-12) 2.500

High Ratio Shortening 0.300

Egg 0.625

Water 0.625

Sultanas 0.625

TOTAL 4.675


